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Abstract

In this work we evaluate the use of several real-time dense stereo algorithms as a passive 3D sensing technology for
potential use as part of a driver assistance system or autonomous vehicle guidance. A key limitation in prior work in
this area is that although significant comparative work has been done on dense stereo algorithms using de facto
laboratory test sets only limited work has been done on evaluation in real world environments such as that found in
potential automotive usage. This comparative study aims to provide an empirical comparison using automotive
environment video imagery and compare this against dense stereo results drawn on standard test sequences in
addition to considering the computational requirement against performance in real-time. We evaluate five chosen
algorithms: Block Matching, Semi-Global Matching, No-Maximal Disparity, Cross-Based Local Approach, Adaptive
Aggregation with Dynamic Programming. Our comparison shows a contrast between the results obtained on
standard test sequences and those for automotive application imagery where a Semi-Global Matching approach gave
the best empirical performance. From our study we can conclude that the noise present in automotive applications,
can impact the quality of the depth information output from more complex algorithms (No-Maximal Disparity, Cross-
Based Local Approach, Adaptive Aggregation with Dynamic Programming) resulting that in practice the disparity
maps produced are comparable with those of simpler approaches such as Block Matching and Semi-Global Matching
which empirically perform better in the automotive environment test sequences. This empirical result on automotive
environment data contradicts the comparative result found on standard dense stereo test sequences using a statistical
comparison methodology leading to interesting observations regarding current relative evaulation approaches.

1 Introduction
As automotive transport is one of the most important
means of transportation in the modern world there is con-
siderable interest in the advancement of both driver assis-
tance systems, in order to improve both driving efficiency
and safety, and the potential for autonomous driver-less
vehicles. Dense stereo vision is a passive sensing technol-
ogy offering a 3D view of the current environment making
it a very attractive sensing component of such systems.
In general such approaches consist of stereo matching
between two on board camera sensors and the calculation
of the scene depth map using triangulation based on the
difference in relative position of objects/features in both
camera images.
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In general there are a range of proposed dense stereo
methods [1-5] but the relative evaluation and comparative
study of such techniques is limited [6-8].

Notable is the work of [6] which did not only provide a
comparison of different algorithmic elements but also pre-
pared a testing and ranking methodology where various
algorithms can be easily and openly tested. In general this
methodology highly stimulated the development of stereo
vision algorithms but also focused attention on achieving
good performance on a somewhat engineered image test
set of static scenes. This test set is very different from the
imagery occurring in the deployment of stereo vision sys-
tems in the automotive environment which we encounter
in this study.

Later comparative work [7] has focused on real-time
dense stereo algorithms. However this later study concen-
trated on a virtual automotive image sequence without the
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noise and illumination problems clearly apparent in the
real world automotive cases we consider here.

The problem with both of these studies [6,7] is that
they use either artificially generated or artificially engi-
neered non-automotive data for evaluation. The nature
of this type of imagery can be significantly different from
the real world imagery, such as that in automotive stereo
deployment, which we consider here and contains vari-
ous types of noise that can impact algorithmic results. In
this study, it is thus necessary to use real world imagery
in order to empirically evaluate the effect of such aspects
on particular algorithms within a real world environ-
ment. It is also important to focus the evaluation around
common dense stereo applications in real-world scenar-
ios such as obstacle detection instead of the statistical
pixel-wise compliance with test sets ground truth data.
In this study it is driven by the expectation of the sens-
ing capability of a driver assistance or autonomous vehicle
subsystem.

By contrast the recent work of Klette et al. [8] relates its
evaluation to the use of ground truth data but purports, as
we do in this work “the complexity of real-world data does
not support the identification of general rankings of corre-
spondence techniques on sets of basic sequences that show
different situations.” Notably Klette et al. [8] concentrates
on the wider aspects of stereo correspondence within
the automotive environment and considers approaches
achievable both in real-time and non real-time process-
ing. The use of ground truth is limited and the ranking
of algorithms that is performed is based on global statisti-
cal measures. Such measures are bias towards the correct
disparity calculation of large textured scene regions (e.g.
background) at the expense of the clarity of smaller, closer
non-textured objects (e.g. other vehicles/pedestrians).

Here our study concentrates on comparing the perfor-
mance of five chosen real-time algorithms [1-5] using
data spanning from the Middlebury de facto test samples
[6], synthetic data [7] and real world automotive stereo
imagery. As has been previously reported [9] the perfor-
mance of dense stereo algorithms highly depends on the
imagery used and thus this comparison focuses on the fac-
tors that make these results differ in the translation from
lab to real world scenarios. We cover a differing set of
algorithms from [8], considering real-time requirements
within the current state of the art, and base our evaluation,
in this empirical study, on semantic scene interpretation
in-place of global statistical analysis.

As we see in this study, the most significant and prob-
lematic feature of our real world automotive stereo data is
into camera illumination variance which has to be limited
for the dense stereo algorithms to work effectively. In this
study we use a variation of Sobel operator [10] to remove
this illumination problem but this can also affect overall
algorithm performance due to noise amplification. This

mutually supports the concurrent findings of [8] regarding
future evaluation requirements.

From the five algorithms evaluated [1-5] we find that
the best empirical performance was achieved by the Semi-
Global Matching technique [2] which contradicts the
results obtained over the Middlebury de facto test sam-
ples [6] and similarly differed from testing on the vir-
tual automotive stereo imagery [7] where a Cross-Based
Local Approach [4] empirically gave the most satisfactory
results. This contradiction between real-world to basic
test sample analysis further supports the findings of [8].

In this work we do not explicitly use ground truth com-
parison as in the comparative work of [8]. In general
the use of ground truth data within real-time temporal
(i.e. video) evaluation of stereo is limited to comparison
against ground plain and simple background/foreground
separation models [11,12]. Following that purported in [8]
we look to the concept of semantic stability, as a conduit to
the ready and reliable segmentation of foreground scene
object (e.g. pedestrains/vehicles).

It is notable that with real world automotive stereo
imagery the advantage of more complex and compu-
tationally expensive dense stereo techniques (requiring
GPU computation for real-time performance [4,5]) is
much less significant than in the case of the laboratory
test set results [6]. We present a series of results com-
paring the performance of these algorithms on controlled
environment stereo test sets [6], real world stereo imagery
captured from an automotive stereo setup developed as
part of this work and additionally from independent auto-
motive stereo data [9].

2 Dense stereo vision
Stereo vision is a passive sensing technology for 3D mea-
surement based on two perspective projections (i.e. cam-
era images) of a given scene. This has been an active
research area, with significant algorithm development
over the past decades [6]. In dense stereo vision the dis-
tance (depth) to scene objects is calculated at each and
every pixel location within the image. While this makes it
computationally expensive, compared to its sparse stereo
counterparts [13], recent increases in available compu-
tational power now make it possible within real-time
bounds.

The general principle is to calculate the difference (here
denoted as disparity) in the position of scene objects in
both images (left and right) from which the scene distance
(depth) is roughly inversely proportional to the dispar-
ity. Prior to this scene depth calculation the camera setup
has to be calibrated to facilitate the a priori determi-
nation of various parameters characterising the stereo
camera setup. In every 3D measurement cycle a pair of
images (left/right) are first captured using synchronised
cameras and then transformed to a standard geometry
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(rectification) from which inter image pixel matching is
performed and the resulting calculated disparity mapped
to distance [14].

Calibration and rectification as well as disparity to dis-
tance mapping are well studied using established proce-
dures [14-16] so here we assume that the input images
are rectified (i.e. features aligned horizontally) and all that
remains is disparity map (depth) calculation. Therefore
our treatment of dense stereo is reduced to the problem of
finding the dense correspondence between pixels in both
left and right images.

Let D be the disparity map where D(x, y) = d means
that the pixel (x, y) in left image is matched with the pixel
(x − d, y) in the right one. Most methods require a restric-
tion on this disparity range. In particular the maximum
possible disparity which depends both on the cameras
and the potential depth of the scene [1,2,4,5]. An alterna-
tive is given by the formulation of Unger et al. [3] where
an iterative algorithm is presented that does not require
such an assumption. We include examples of both such
approaches in this evaluation.

The determination of the disparity map is formulated as
a minimisation problem in which we look to minimise the
overall matching costs between corresponding pixels. The
best match Dbest is defined [6] as the one minimizing this
matching cost E(D):

E(D) = Edata(D) + Esmooth(D)

where Edata(D) is the sum of the matching costs between
corresponding pixels and Esmooth(D) is a penalising term
for large disparity jumps within the disparity map, fol-
lowing the assumption that “the physical world consists of
piecewise-smooth surfaces” [6].

The methods of finding an optimal approximation of
Dbest can be split into local and global methods. Global
methods generally use one of the established optimization
techniques (the best currently being graph-cuts [6]) to
explicitly find Dbest. However these methods are compu-
tational expensive and as such not currently an option for
a real-time stereo requirement. By contrast local methods
consider only a localised part of the image when approxi-
mating the disparity and minimise E(D) only implicitly (by
minimising E(D) locally to obtain the best disparity Dbest).

The excellent taxonomy-comparison-overview has been
done by Scharstein and Szelinki [6] and similarly by Van
der Mark and Gavrila [7] with a concentration on real-
time methods. Both studies consistently identify the fol-
lowing breakdown of dense stereo matching approaches:
preprocessing, pixel-based matching cost, cost aggrega-
tion, disparity search and post-processing. To this end we
similarly follow this outline in our initial overview of dense
stereo work in this area. Notably the preprocessing and
post-processing are optional steps intended to improve
the overall quality of the resulting disparity.

2.1 Preprocessing
The reality, that every image taken by real-world cam-
era is noisy, poses a particular problem for stereo vision
because of the assumption that objects in both the left and
right images have the same visual appearance (i.e. color
and brightness) characteristics. In reality this assumption
is affected by noise, differences in camera characteristics
and more significantly from problems arising from vari-
ations in illumination (and camera auto-gain response).
This is a serious issue in case of real-time stereo imagery
[17] as used in automotive applications.

The presence of simple Gaussian noise is commonly
reduced using a median-filter [4] but to counter vary-
ing illumination additional filtering must be used. The
common choice is a derivative operator such as Sobel,
Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) or residual image calcula-
tion [7,17]. All of these methods essentially calculate the
derivative of the image signal (edge detection) and effec-
tively eliminate illumination variance whose impact on the
first and second derivative of the image is minimal. How-
ever these techniques tend to amplify image noise as a
by-product of their use.

In the study here we make use of Sobel operator filter-
ing in the horizontal (x-axis) orientation within the image,
denoted as x-Sobel, to provide a horizontal first derivative
gradient filter response as an input to all of the stereo algo-
rithms considered. The raw Sobel operator output forms
the input to the operation of pixel matching which we
consider next.

2.2 Pixel-based matching cost
To perform matching we need to determine whether a
given pixel (p1) is similar to another (p2) and define a
quantifiable similarity measure. The constraint for such a
measure, E, is that if p1 corresponds (or is similar) to p2
then E(p1, p2) ≈ 0. A number of proposed solutions can
be found in the literature [6,7]. Very common and simple
approaches are the absolute difference (AD) |p1 − p2| and
squared difference (SD) (p1−p2)2 measures. An extension
of these is a truncation of the result (e.g. min(|p1 −p2|, T),
with maximum threshold T) which limits the influence of
one wrong pixel on the sum of the dissimilarities over the
local area (section 2.3).

All the above measures are illumination and sampling
dependent so they may not perform well when these dif-
fer between the left and right stereo images. In order
to address this sampling problem Birchfield and Tomasi
[18] presented a sampling invariant measure BT which
is both computationally efficient and effective. The dif-
ference in lighting is a more difficult problem and if no
preprocessing is done AD and SD fail severely. Accord-
ing to the recent work of Nalpantidis and Gasteratos [19],
who propose a relatively fast lighting invariant method, as
well as other sources [7], such measures are still beyond
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real-time constraints. This supports the case where
proper preprocessing of the incoming stereo image pairs
is necessary prior to the application of one of the match-
ing cost measures. These costs are then aggregated over
the local neighbourhood.

2.3 Cost aggregation
If the matching cost over only a single pixel is used the
resulting disparity will be heavily corrupted by noise. In
order to improve robustness and also provide smooth-
ness, local methods use supporting pixel areas (i.e. pixel
neighbourhoods) to aggregate pixel-wise cost of a poten-
tial matching. The assumption is that all the pixels in the
local area have the same disparity (i.e. are in the same
distance) [6].

In the general case aggregated cost of the pixel (x, y) of
having disparity d, denoted as Cxy(d), is a sum of weighted
costs over the support area (local neighbourhood):

Cxy(d) =
∑
i,j∈S

E(Lx+i,y+j, Rx+i−d,y+j)W (i, j) (1)

where L and R represents pixel positions in the left and
right stereo images, respectively and W represents a
weighting factor defined over the local pixel neighbour-
hood S indexed by neighbourhood iterators i, j.

The simplest case is when it is a square window with
constant weight (W (i, j) = 1). The overall result depends
on the size of the neighbourhood used and here we see a
tradeoff between the prevalence of image noise and blur
near object images within the resulting disparity.

A proposed solution is the use of adaptive shape areas
chosen based on local colourise similarity to that of the
anchor (i.e. centre) pixel (with assumption that the close
surfaces of the same colour are at the same depth). A very
good and fast example is proposed by Lu et al. [4] and
Zhang et. al [20] where such an adaptive shape aggre-
gation is done without increasing the complexity of the
square window algorithm. An alternative method is based
on adaptive weights corresponding to colour and distance
of the supporting pixels to the anchor pixel. Good results,
although non real-time, have been obtained using this
method in [21]. A faster but still successful algorithm was
presented in [5] where the support area was restricted to
a vertical window.

2.4 Disparity search
Every possible disparity for a given pixel {Cxy(d)} can be
calculated the question remains how to choose the correct
disparity, d, for a given pixel location xy from this set of
disparities.

The simplest method is picking the disparity with the
lowest associated matching cost, Cxy(d). This approach
is called Winner Takes All (WTA). The most significant
disadvantage of WTA is that it does not cope well with

untextured regions or the areas were repetitive features
occur. In these cases the minimal matching value can be
close to the value for some other disparities causing noise
in the image to adversely affect the disparity search. In
an automotive environment this is often the case because
either the road, roadside features or vehicle surfaces are
often featureless in general or repetitive in nature.

A more complex approach, yet still achievable within
real-time is dynamic programming (DP). This technique
optimises every scanline of an image separately, finding
the set of disparities that minimise the overall scanline
matching cost. It utilises a pixel ordering constraint
which states that the ordering of pixels in both images is
consistent.

The problem can be shown as finding a shortest
path through the matching cost matrix (as illustrated in
Figure 1). In Figure 1 we can see an example path where
cell background colours (lower-bottom/right side) rep-
resent different pixel intensity values along the left and
right scanlines respectfully. At every point internal to the
matrix there are only three possible moves that corre-
spond either to occlusion in the left or right image or a
pixel match. As shown in Figure 1 from a given point (Locc
with red illustrative arrows) we can either move to the
right (Locc, indicating left pixel occlusion), upwards (Rocc,
indicating right pixel occlusion) or diagonally (MRL, indi-
cating a match). A complete path thorough the matrix rep-
resents a match between the corresponding left and right
scanlines in the images taking account of pixel matches
and additionally pixels which are occluded in the left or
right images respectfully.

Figure 1 DP cost matrix example and an example path through
it.
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The advantage of DP is that it works well in untextured
regions where there are no large depth discontinuities [7].
Within the DP formulation a left (Locc), right (Rocc) pixel
occlusion or a match (MRL) has an associated cost. When
a large disparity difference occurs in the image many pix-
els in the correct path will be occluded and the aggregated
cost of such occlusions may outweigh the cost of an incor-
rect path without these occlusions. This results in wrong
path being chosen though the DP cost matrix (Figure 1)
and subsequently objects at given disparity being missed
[7]. Another inherent problem is the lack of consistency
enforcement between consecutive scanlines. However a
number of solutions have been proposed to address this
problem [5]. As identified in [7] these errors may interfere
with subsequent steps of vehicle sensing (e.g the ground
plane estimation) so a DP based disparity search is not
ideal for this application.

Instead we concentrate on WTA approaches [1-4] and
consider only one DP technique [5] in this comparative
study.

2.5 Post-processing
Following pixel correspondence calculation some addi-
tional post-processing steps can be carried out to refine
the resulting disparity image.

In the case of pixels occlusion in one of the image the
calculation of the disparity is inherently incorrect and
thus such areas have to be identified and filtered. Robust
occlusion detection is provided by left-right consistency
checking where the disparity is calculated twice (left to
right and right to left) such that the resulting disparity
map should thus only differ in occluded regions. Simpler
and faster solutions look for a disparity gradient which
indicates occlusions [3,4].

It is to be expected that some parts of disparity map,
especially within the challenging automotive environ-
ment, will be incorrect. To identify these regions a dispar-
ity confidence measure is utilised. A sensible approach of
[22] (see Equation 2) takes the two best matching costs
(C1,C2), where Ci = Cxy(di) for a given disparity di, and
requires C1 to be significantly lower than C2 to ensure that
the disparity decision has not been affected by noise (i.e.
inter-confidence measure Ct is defined).

Ct = C2 − C1
C1

(2)

Subsequently thresholding Ct to allow only high values
results in a depth image of reliable pixel disparity. Due to
sampling issues it may be the case that the correct dis-
parity is actually between two consecutive pixels thus the
matching cost for both pixels (C1,C2) may be similar caus-
ing in general Ct to be low. Such regions would be wrongly
identified as unreliable disparity. The proposed solution
of [7] is to maintain the best three matching cost values

(Ci for i = {1, 2, 3}) and use the third one instead of
the second (i.e. C2 = C3 in Equation 2). When the cor-
rect disparity is between two consecutive pixels the third
matching cost value (C3) must correspond to an incorrect
disparity which if the pixel at (x, y) is reliable should yield
relatively high matching cost resulting in high value of the
confidence measure Ct .

Another common post-processing approach is the use
of the median filter that smoothes and removes irregulari-
ties [10]. The resulting disparity map often has significant
speckle artefacts which can be subsequently removed
using either segmentation or size based removal of dispar-
ity patches [2].

The affects of these two postprocessing on the dis-
parity map are presented in Figure 2. Here we see that
raw disparity map may have plenty of noisy (incorrectly
computed) disparities especially in untextured portions
of the image (Figure 2b). The proposed confidence check
(Figure 2c, [22]) can remove most of these noisy dispar-
ities while the rest can be filtered by speckle removal
(Figure 2d, [2]).

Finally, interpolation can be used to fill the holes caused
by the previous refinements, providing dense or semi-
dense disparity map [2].

3 Algorithm selection
The algorithm selection was intended to give coverage to
most of the common-place stereo vision techniques thus
the chosen five algorithms in this study represent a broad
range of ideas within the field. Both major disparity selec-
tion methods (WTA and DP, see section 2.4) as well as
different aggregation methods, such as fixed support area,

(a) Left stereo image (b) Raw disparity map

(c) Disparity map post confi-
dence check

(d) Disparity map post con-
 fidence check and speckle re-
 moval

Figure 2 The effects of postprocessing of the raw disparity map.
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adaptive shape support area and weighted fixed support
area have representations in the final algorithm choice.

In this and subsequent sections the chosen algorithms
are mentioned numerously. It is thus beneficial to use
shorthand abbreviations and those in use are subsequently
presented in Table 1.

In the following sections the chosen algorithms and
their implementations are briefly presented.

3.1 Konolige block matching
Konolige [1] proposes a very simple and fast stereo vision
algorithm. Its simplicity and regularity makes it possible
to use efficient hardware optimisations to further enhance
its speed.

The raw images are preprocessed with a LoG operator.
The matching cost is then calculated as a sum of abso-
lute differences (SAD) over a sliding square window (i.e.
pixel neighbourhood) of fixed size. Finally the disparity is
chosen using simple WTA approach.

In the efficient implementation used in this study the
key difference is the usage of x-Sobel operator instead of
LoG which calculates the derivative in the x-axis (horizon-
tal). The run time does not depend on the SAD window
size because the matching cost calculation utilises the fact
that the neighboring windows overlap and thus it is imple-
mented efficiently to add and subtract only the window
differences.

3.2 Semi-global block matching
Semi-global block matching is a modified implementa-
tion of Hirschmuller’s semi-global matching algorithm [2].
This algorithm is a recent attempt to achieve the quality of
global method without violating real-time constraint. The
idea is to approximate global cost function using a sum of
1D optimisations from all directions though the image.

For each of the eight directions (only five in our imple-
mentation) this 1D optimisation technique is used to
calculate the matching cost. Each of these directions is
solved using an approach similar to DP but in this case
the ordering constraint (Section 2.4) is not enforced. The
final matching cost is defined as a sum of these 1D match-
ing costs and then the correct disparity is identified as the
lowest matching cost (i.e. WTA).

One of the options presented in the original paper [2]
uses mutual information (a sampling and illumination

Table 1 Algorithm abbreviation reference

BLOCK Block matching [1]

SEMI Semi-global block matching [2]

NOMD No-maximal disparity algorithm [3]

CROSS Cross-based local algorithm [4]

ADAPT Adaptive aggregation with dynamic programming [5]

invariant measure) and a hierarchical setup but the avail-
able implementation utilises simpler BT measure (as
discussed in Section 2.2). Strictly speaking this approach
is not illumination invariant so x-Sobel preprocessing is
added to preserve illumination invariance in the original
algorithm.

Several disparity refinements are also discussed in the
original article [2] but they are not present in the imple-
mentation utilised in this study. Instead confidence check
and speckle removal are used as required as per Section
2.5.

3.3 No-maximal disparity approach
This method has been presented in [3] as a novel approach
for stereo matching which does not require the explicit
specification of maximal disparity (MD). In general, the
choice of MD is important for the majority of stereo
algorithms because if the chosen MD constraint is too
small then we place an artificial depth limit upon the
image meaning that objects with large disparity (i.e. close
to viewer) cannot be found within the matching space.
On the other hand, if the specified MD is too large the
required computation increases, affecting the real-time
performance, and the quality of the resulting disparity
map can be effected [3]. The solution is to implicitly
select MD for every pixel, by starting with a low value
and increasing it independently for each pixel until the
true disparity is reached. The work of [3] proves that
this approach is successful on Middlebury data set [6].
In this study we verify if this result holds for real world
automotive stereo imagery.

The proposed approach uses a hierarchical image pyra-
mid which means that the disparity is first calculated for
down-scaled images and then the resulting disparity is up-
scaled and the algorithm is reinitialised starting with this
initial disparity approximation from the lower scale.

The matching cost used in this approach is a simple
sum of the AD over a localised square neighbourhood.
The iterative approach is proposed to terminate when
the true disparity is reached and consists of two inter-
laced steps: minimisation and propagation (see Figure 3).
Minimisation increases the current disparity until local
minimum of matching cost function is found (Figure 3a,
d1). In the propagation step the disparity already calcu-
lated for the neighbourhood of the pixel is checked and if
it yields the lower cost then the value is propagated to that
pixel (Figure 3b, d2). Subsequently the minimisation is
performed again (Figure 3c, d3). This simple idea prevents
the disparity calculation from stopping in the first local
minimum of the matching cost function. The remaining
question arises of how many such iterations are required
but it is stated in the original work [3] empirically only a
few iterations tend to be required.
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(a) Minimisation (b) Propagation

(c) Minimisation again

Figure 3 The result of applying both steps on the matching cost function for a given pixel.

Simple pixel-wise refinement post-processing is addi-
tionally proposed to improve the disparity map after cal-
culation. In general it is similar to propagation in the
way that it propagates disparities through their immediate
neighbours but this time it uses pixel-wise matching cost
(AD or BT) and penalises disparity jumps thus smooth-
ing the overall disparity image. In order to reduce the
smoothing near edge features the penalty is reduced if the
corresponding image intensity gradient is high.

In our implementation the AD measure is used for this
post-processing step. The neighbourhood used in prop-
agation step consists of left and right pixels but for the
refinement it extends to the upper and lower neighbours
of the pixel. We use the Sobel operator [10] to approximate
the intensity gradient.

3.4 Cross-based local approach
The approach presented in [4] is a very good example of
adaptive shape aggregation where shape depends on the
colour similarity of the pixels. The key idea is to calculate,
for every pixel, the size of a cross structure (horizontal
and vertical lines) of similar pixels which is thus sufficient
for further shape reconstruction and the matching cost
aggregation.

In this algorithm the truncated AD is used as the simi-
larity measure, S(). The first part is the calculation of the
cross structure for every pixel in both images. Each of the
four arms of the cross structure is defined as the longest
sequence of pixels, starting from a specified anchor pixel,
such that every pixel in the sequence is similar to the base
pixel by measure S (see Equation 3).

S(p1, p2) = max
c∈{R,G,B} |Ic(p1) − Ic(p2)| (3)

Where Ic(pi) is intensity of channel c of the pixel pi. The
length of each arm (h−

p , h+
p , v−

p , v+
p ) of the cross is then

truncated to fit into the interval of [ 1, MAXARM] where
MAXARM is a parameter specifying the maximal arm
length. These simple crosses fully define the support area
for every pixel (see Figure 4). The area Up (marked with
red dashed line) consists of the horizontal arms h∗

q of the
pixels lying on the vertical arms v∗

p of the anchor pixel.
During aggregation the step the support areas of both

pixels are used symmetrically and the resulting aggrega-
tion region is defined as an intersection of both. Therefore
region sizes can vary between different disparities so the
average matching cost is used instead of a simple sum.
The output disparity is the one with the lowest average
matching cost with an additionally penalty in relation to
the aggregation region being small in size.

In our implementation of this approach [4] the input
images used in the calculation of the cross structures
are always pre-filtered with a median operator and this
is carried out prior to other specified preprocessing (i.e.
x-Sobel).

3.5 Adaptive aggregation with DP
The approach of [5] uses adaptive weights in the aggre-
gation step and a simple variant of DP for pixel match-
ing. The colour similarity and the distance to the base
pixel is used in the weight calculation. This weighting
scheme, unlike the simple SAD, requires recalculation
for every pixel which makes it computationally expen-
sive [21]. Therefore the approach proposed in this paper
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Figure 4 The support area is defined using the horizontal arms
(h∗

q) of pixels belonging to the vertical arms (v∗
p ) of the anchor

pixel p [4].

limits the support area to a vertical window to achieve
real-time capability. This restricted support area is still
effective [5] against one of the main disadvantages of the
DP—streaking effects. This is because the aggregation in
use makes matching costs more consistent in the vertical
direction.

The weight calculation is based on an exponential func-
tion. Let w(p, l) denote the weight of l belonging to sup-
port area of pixel p. The w(p, l) is then defined as follows:

w(p, l) = exp
(

−
(

�cpl
γc

+ �gpl
γg

))
(4)

�cpl denotes intensity difference between pixels p and l
where �gpl represents the Euclidean distance. These sup-
port pixel weights are subsequently used in the matching
cost calculation which is expressed as a weighted sum
C(p1, p2) (Equation 5). Si denotes the support area of pixel
i for i = {p1, p2}. The weight is the multiplication of
support pixel weights in both images.

C(p1, p2) =
∑

l∈Sp1 ,r∈Sp2
w(p1, l)w(p2, r)�clr∑

l∈Sp1 ,r∈Sp2
w(p1, l)w(p1, r)

(5)

As with the previous approach (Section 3.4) input
images to the weight calculation step are pre-filtered using
a median filter.

4 Evaluation stereo data
In this study a range of stereo imagery is used for evalua-
tion including that from the Middlebury Stereo Collection

[6], virtual automotive stereo sequences [7] and also two
sets of real-world stereo data originating both from this
study and the prior independent study of [9].

4.1 Middlebury stereo test data
The Middlebury stereo data collection results from the
prior stereo survey work of Scharstein and Szeliski [6]. It
provides a wide range of stereo image samples with asso-
ciated ground truth. In this study we select a subset of
four basic examples for comparison. This reference stereo
data set is established as a de facto standard test refer-
ence set for the evaluation of dense stereo algorithms. In
this study it is used both to verify the implementations
of our chosen algorithms and additionally provide a refer-
ence backdrop against our real-world study. Notably the
Middlebury stereo data contains high contrast imagery
with little to no illumination difference between the image
pairs.

4.2 Virtual automotive stereo data
There are a number of artificially generated stereo
imagery sets available including those applicable to auto-
motive stereo vision. A representative one is that used
for comparison study of Mark and Gavrila [7] which is
a publicly available short video sequence. This data has
additional distortions and noise added for enhanced real-
ism but in general the overall signal to noise ratio is very
low [7]. Nevertheless it is included in this study as a good
example of representative automotive stereo data with the
shapes and patterns commonly found in such an environ-
ment. The inclusion of this test data set in this study is
to provide a halfway medium between that of the labora-
tory test sets (Section 4.1) and the real-world automotive
stereo data (Section 4.3) to provide a greater depth to our
evaluative results. Examples of this data set are shown in
Figures 5 and 6.

4.3 Road environment stereo data
This stereo imagery set is definitely the most challenging
with a number of potential issues that affect stereo corre-
spondence: motion blur, camera synchronization, illumi-
nation variance and low image contrast. For the purpose
of this comparison study two sources of real environ-
ment data have been utilised: independent stereo imagery
from the Enpeda project [9] and stereo data captured in
and around Cranfield, Bedfordshire, UK for the explicit
purposes of this study.

4.3.1 Enpeda project imagery
The Environment Perception and Driver Assistance
(Enpeda [9]) project provides a number of different stereo
data sets.
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Figure 5 Results for the city road view.

This stereo imagery contains more image noise and a
significant increase in untextured scene regions that (com-
pared to the stereo imagery of Sections 4.1 and 4.3) can be
challenging to some stereo correspondence approaches.
The illumination difference present in the imagery makes
straightforward pixel matching challenging. However, in
contrast to the stereo data from our capture (Cranfield
University stereo imagery) there are no reflections visible
as the stereo rig was mounted outside of the vehicle. In
general the overall level of image noise is lesser than in the
case of the Cranfield University stereo imagery.

4.3.2 Cranfield stereo imagery
In addition to the publicly available data sets for automo-
tive stereo vision [7,9] local capture was also performed
using a stereo rig explicitly constructed for this study.
The stereo rig carrier vehicle was a Ford C-MAX saloon
car (2010) (Figure 7a). The internal view of Figure 7b
shows the internal mounting of two analogue output CCD
type cameras (camera: Sony 1/3′′ HQ1 CCD / X-Vision
IXC1HQDNE DSP) on the windshield using a dual camera
suction mount. Despite shielding some mild windscreen
reflection and illumination variance between the images

was suffered. This was compensated for by the x-Sobel
preprocessing utilised in all of the stereo approaches eval-
uated.

The range of stereo data captured includes environ-
ments such as the rural university campus, village and
town environments as well as open road and dual car-
riageway (multi-lane highway).

5 Evaluation and discussion
Our evaluation, in contrast to the earlier work of [8],
considers the semantic interpretation of the resulting dis-
parity map in terms of object cohesivity, connectedness
and separation within the environment.

As earlier works have shown the alternative of ground
truth evaluation is limited to global statistics [8] over
sparsely labelled ground truth (e.g. [11,12]). This is inher-
ently bias to the corrected of the (often highly textured)
scene background. Here we attempt to qualitatively eval-
uate the ease of semantic disparity image interpretation
with a bias towards the clarity and temporal stability of
scene foreground objects (e.g. pedestrians/vehicles/street
furniture). It is after all these which present key challenges
for future driver assistance systems using stereo sensing.
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Figure 6 Results for the crossing vehicle.

Qualitatively evaluating such foreground objects within
such sequences is an area for future work.

As many visual comparisons of our five chosen algo-
rithms are presented throughout this chapter as figures,
we present a permanent layout key of the resulting depth
maps in Table 2. The names of the algorithms relate back
to the key presented earlier in Table 1 and are numerated
from one to six as per the bracketed numbers.

We present a range of Figures (Figures 8, 9, 5, 6, 10, 11,
12 and 13) as appropriate stills from the sequences to illus-
trate our evaluation criteria and in addition a correspond-
ing set of videos available at “http://www.cranfield.ac.

(a) The carrier vehicle (b) Internal view

Figure 7 Capture equipment.

uk/∼toby.breckons/demos/autostereo/” to further illus-
trate any temporal aspects.

5.1 Common experimental method
Furthermore a few initial remarks about the choice of
input parameters for the algorithms have to be made for
clarification at this stage. All of the five algorithms except
for CROSS use grayscale images as the input to dispar-
ity calculation. Whereas the other algorithms could have
been adapted to use a colour input only CROSS used an
RGB colour input in the original work [4]. BLOCK and
NOMD both use the same SAD window size in order to
prevent this difference from influencing the comparison.

The important part of any stereo algorithm is the pre-
processing stages especially when the illumination invari-
ant filters are utilised (x-Sobel). The use of such a filter
greatly affects the resulting disparity map and such effects

Table 2 Layout of the depth maps presented in Figures 8,
9, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12 and 13

Input left BLOCK [1] SEMI [2]

NOMD [3] CROSS [4] ADAPT [5]

http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/~toby.breckons/demos/autostereo/
http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/~toby.breckons/demos/autostereo/
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Figure 8 Tsukuba image pair.

Figure 9 Teddy image pair.
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Figure 10 Results for the preprocessed input (BLOCK and SEMI) and x-Sobel raw input (NOMD,CROSS and ADAPT).

are to be detailed in this study. In the case of BLOCK and
SEMI the implementation used inherently uses x-Sobel fil-
tering so unlike the other approaches (NOMD, CROSS
and ADAPT) we are unable to investigate how this filter-
ing affects the resulting disparity map (compared to using
raw input).

The post-processing step utilised in this evaluation
includes confidence check and speckle removal for all the
approaches except for ADAPT in which case no post-
processing is performed. This is because it is not possible
to adapt the confidence check to consider whole scanlines
rather than separate pixels.

Figure 11 University campus road.
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Figure 12 Town view.

All five algorithms are evaluated on the same test
imagery sequences.

5.2 Middlebury stereo test data
These de facto stereo test data sets are used to verify algo-
rithm performance against ground truth in the presence

of low image noise and in many ways represent an experi-
mental control for our work.

The algorithms were tested with one fixed set of param-
eters for the four standard stereo pairs with a numerical
results detailed in Table 3. The numerical value in the
table represents the percentage of pixels that have been

Figure 13 Open road view.
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Table 3 Middlebury stereo data sets results

Non-occluded bad pixels [%]

Tsukuba Venus Teddy Cones Average

BLOCK 6.47 2.96 8.85 6.04 6.08

SEMI 3.92 0.85 4.08 2.97 2.96

NOMD 6.93 6.68 17.92 13.62 11.30

CROSS 3.42 2.09 5.49 5.08 4.02

ADAPT 4.32 2.92 7.09 8.42 5.69

incorrectly calculated by a specified algorithm in compar-
ison to the a priori ground truth [6] not including any
occluded regions.

Table 3 shows that SEMI is by far the best performing
but CROSS results are also good. The surprising fact is
that NOMD results are very poor. The visual results for
Tsukuba and Teddy data sets are presented (see Figures 8
and 9) for further investigation.

CROSS [4] is arguable the best in terms of computing
the disparity near the edges of the objects (see the lamp
in Figure 8) which is because of the adaptive shape of the
aggregation region. SEMI [2] is also able to perform well
but due to the x-Sobel preprocessing (Section 2.1) objects
edges are not as precise. The drawback of CROSS is that
it completely fails in regions with no texture (e.g. the area
on the right of the pink teddy bear—see Figure 9).

The NOMD [3] algorithm seems to have an issue with
the refinement step because although a number of vari-
ants have been tested it was not possible to precisely
replicate the results presented in the original paper [3].
For instance the wooden roof in Teddy is computed incor-
rectly because of repetitive texture which is an issue for
every WTA algorithm. If the parameters of the refinement
are changed so that the problem is fixed then the dispar-
ity from the table in Figure 8 is erroneously propagated
into the shadow beneath it. Although BLOCK [1] also uses
WTA to choose disparity it succeeds in these parts of the
Teddy image due to x-Sobel preprocesing enhancement
of the texture information. The usage of fixed support
area size in BLOCK results in the significant blur near the
edges and the disappearance of some of the small features
(e.g. thin parts of the lamp in Figure 8).

ADAPT [5] as a representative DP approach does not
have a problem with the repetitive texture in Figure 9 but
it fails in the disparity jumps next to the teddy bear. The
vertical aggregation is limiting the horizontal streaking
effects.

Overall we see foreground object cohesivity, connected-
ness and separation across all of the five algorithms that
lends itself well to the manual (or automatic) semantic
intrepretation of the disparity image in isolation. Based
on these results we now contrast these finding to the use
of these same five real-time dense stereo algorithms on

firstly virtual automotive test data and secondly on real
automotive environment stereo imagery.

5.3 Virtual automotive stereo data
This virtual automotive data set [7] has an important set of
application specific features and objects such as vehicles,
buildings and the road surface with associated texture.
This significantly differentiates them from the previous
data set whilst in the same time allowing evaluation of the
algorithms performance in a virtual environment without
noise related issues.

The visual results in Figures 5 and 6 present two differ-
ent points within the virtual test sequence. The first one
illustrates a clear road between the buildings whilst the
other representing a vehicle approaching a junction. The
resulting disparity maps have been post-processed using
confidence check and speckle removal in order to filter out
noise for all five algorithms under consideration.

As can be seen in Figures 5 and 6 all of the approaches
perform reasonable well upon this data set although
CROSS [4] is again seen as the best performing algorithm
in terms of fine depth detail, foreground object connec-
tiveness and cohesitivity and limited disparity noise. The
problem of this approach is that its assumption that close
objects of similar colour are at the same distance is vio-
lated by the automotive environment features present in
this stereo image pair (e.g. at some distance lanes merge
into one white line). The repetitive pattern on the side-
walk of the example imagery (Figure 5) is clearly some-
thing that WTA based approaches (even SEMI [2]) cannot
readily cope with and this results in erroneous disparity
calculation in this area.

Figure 6 highlights the fact that vehicles within such
imagery usually have no strong texture on their surface
and thus as the distance to the camera decreases there
is a probability that the resulting disparity image splits
the vehicle into a number of smaller depth segments.
This would make the potential use of vehicle identification
from stereo in driver assistance systems challenging. From
the results of Figure 6 we can see that ADAPT [5] is inher-
ently resilient to this situation but out of all of the WTA
approaches CROSS [4] seems to outperform the others
from a subjective view point. This can be largely attributed
to the fact that in such a case the aggregation region is
large so thus it is more likely to match to the correct region
in the corresponding image.

Overall from initial testing on the virtual automotive
data set of the two isolated scenarios we can see the
varying performance of the algorithms in the virtual
test sequence. The performance of these algorithms is
somewhat similar to that encountered within the area of
Middlebury test sets but we identify significant poten-
tial issues with use in a typical varying texture automo-
tive environment. Notably, we see differing performance
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between the general scene background and forground
object cohesivity in terms for suitability for effective fore-
ground object segmentation or recogniton. This analysis
differs from the global statistical evaulations of prior work
[6,8] where the relative performance of the algorithms on
the scene background would dominate. Again videos of
this work are available from “http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/∼
toby.breckons/demos/autostereo/”.

We move forward from these results to consider real
automotive environment stereo imagery.

5.4 Road environment stereo data
In this section we present the evaluation of the chosen
stereo algorithms on real automotive environment stereo
imagery based on two data sets; (1) Enpeda project stereo
imagery [9], (2) Cranfield University stereo imagery.

5.4.1 Enpeda project imagery
In this data there is no windscreen reflection present due
to the camera rig being mounted on the exterior of the
vehicle. In Figure 10 we show the results for an illustrative
image pair for further investigation.

In this set of calculated disparity maps (Figure 10) the
best performing approach is clearly SEMI [2] because both
the close and distant objects within the scene are very dif-
ferentiable. In Figure 10 only the upper right (BLOCK,
SEMI) algorithms have been preprocessed with x-Sobel
filtering. However, Figure 14 shows that the x-Sobel filter
preprocessing considerably improves the performance in
the case of the lower three algorithms illustrated in this
figure (NOMD, CROSS, ADAPT).

The main improvement (with x-Sobel, Figure 14) occurs
in the areas of low texture such as the back of the truck
and the road surface. Both ADAPT (Figure 14, right) and
CROSS (Figure 14, middle) are now able to correctly esti-
mate the near road surface disparity. However, both with
and without x-Sobel operator, in general CROSS performs
worse than simple BLOCK (see Figures 10 and Figure 14).
This can be illustrated in the fact it fails to determine
the second roadside sign visible in the right middle of the

scene. Additionally we can note the amplified noise in the
x-Sobel input images also affecting ADAPT approach—
as we can see the top of the first roadside sign is missing
(Figures 10 and Figure 14).

The speckle effect visible in the case of NOMD
(Figure 14 left) can come either from the final refinement
stage which uses pixel-wise costs or the usage of the iter-
ative approach. In order to ascertain the impact of the
refinement stage we compare the resulting disparity maps
with and without this stage in computation of NOMD
approach (Figure 15).

As we can see in Figure 15 the horizontal speckles are
clearly visible before applying the refinement stage thus
it is the iterative setup of this approach that originally
introduces them. The shape of these speckles is ultimately
caused by the suggested NOMD methodology that opti-
mises each row separately (Section 3.3). As we can see
with refinement deactivated the iterative approach is the
only feature that separates NOMD from BLOCK and we
can thus see it is clearly failing when x-Sobel preprocess-
ing is used as a illumination invariant pre-filter.

Finally Figure 16 presents the disparity maps of all five
approaches when the input imagery is preprocessed with
x-Sobel filtering and the resulting disparity maps are post-
processed with confidence check and speckle removal (see
Section 2.5). In a similar vain to the earlier results we
can clearly see that in terms of depth consistency and
object separation again the SEMI outperforms the oth-
ers. Additionally we can see that the post-processing step
removed most of the noisy disparities including the speck-
les in the disparity map produced by NOMD. Notably
Figures 10, 14, 15 and 16 additionally illustrate the vary-
ing performance on forground object detail as previously
encountered.

5.4.2 Cranfield university automotive stereo imagery
We now move on to consider stereo imagery that contains
both mild camera to camera illumination variance and
additionally mild windshield reflections from the inter-
nally mounted cameras.

Figure 14 Results of NOMD (left), CROSS (middle) and ADAPT (right) for the x-Sobel preprocessed input.

http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/~toby.breckons/demos/autostereo/
http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/~toby.breckons/demos/autostereo/
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Figure 15 The raw NOMD disparity maps without refinement (left) and with refinement (right).

We investigate the results of the chosen techniques over
various automotive scenes. All of the presented disparity
maps (in Figures 11, 12 and 13) have been post-processed
with confidence checking and speckle removal (Section
2.5) to eliminate disparity noise.

The first image test set (Figure 11) is a university cam-
pus road scene with a number of trees and poles as well
as a group of pedestrians on the left hand side. All the
approaches have correctly identified the pedestrians and
thin vertical obstacles (i.e. trees and poles). The only
exceptions is ADAPT [5] which due to its DP origin par-
tially missed close objects (i.e. pole and tree on right).

BLOCK [1], SEMI [2] and CROSS [4] all performed simi-
larly with SEMI showing marginally superior performance
on the distant tree disparity calculations. However this
difference is not significant which in itself is a notable
result. The pedestrian and vehicle forground objects are
notable more readily separable in the BLOCK and SEMI
approaches.

The similarity between the BLOCK [1] and CROSS [4]
can be explained by the fact that if similarity threshold
(defined in CROSS, Section 3.4) is large then the adap-
tive aggregation neighbourhood is larger and, in some
regions of the image, not limited by the pixel similarity

Figure 16 Post-processed results for the x-Sobel preprocessed input images.
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Figure 17 Disparity maps calculated by CROSS with lower (left) and higher (right) similarity threshold.

but by MAXARM value (Section 3.4) which results in the
square shape aggregation neighbourhoods (the same as
in BLOCK). As a result different values of this similarity
threshold (Section 3.4) are tested for comparison with the
results shown in Figure 17.

From Figure 17 we can observe that the amount of noise
in the left disparity image (lower similarity threshold) is
significantly greater than the right image (higher similarity
threshold) which can be interpreted as meaning that the
smaller aggregation regions cannot readily cope with the
noise present in the image (which is itself amplified by x-
Sobel pre-filtering). In this case we are thus forced to use
a higher similarity threshold value causing BLOCK and
CROSS to appear comparable in terms of disparity map
results.

This result of the comparable disparity maps for these
three algorithms hold for the other stereo samples from
this set. Figures 12 and 13 present two substantially differ-
ent scenes (town view and open road) but the observations
are similar for both of them with the disparity map clarity
and consistency of SEMI subjectively outperforming that
of the other algorithms (notably in the relative stability
and separability of foreground objects).

Notably ADAPT [5] has again problems with disparity
jumps which is exposed in Figure 12 where the group of
people on the left merge with the car in the foreground.
In Figure 13 the disparity from the distant trees prop-
agates into the untextured sky. In terms of CROSS [4]
versus BLOCK [1] comparison the former works better
in some situations (e.g. leading vehicle in the town scene,
Figure 12) whilst in others (probably when the aggregation
region is small) the noise causes erroneous disparity cal-
culations (e.g. left road side post, Figure 12). In spite of the
speckled appearance SEMI [2] is capable of reliably recog-
nising all the thin vertical features of the scene (Figures 12

and 13). Nevertheless it is interesting that there is no sub-
stantial difference between the SEMI [2] and BLOCK [1]
which is significantly different from the observation of
Section 4.1 where the algorithms were tested against the
de facto Middlebury stereo imagery.

From the analysis of this section we can conclude that
when the noise level increases withing the imagery (i.e.
Cranfield stereo imagery) the difference in performance
between the most and least complex algorithms decreases
in general. For use within the real world automotive envi-
ronment usage of more sophisticated, computationally
intensive algorithms may be largely unjustified because
the increase in resulting disparity map quality is limited
if it improves at all. Furthermore this is supported from
the testing carried out on the independent stereo data
set from an externally mounted camera rig of the Enpeda
project [9]. It should be noted that these results contra-
dict the relative performance shown against the Middle-
bury de facto stereo imagery test set (Section 4.1). The
examples presented in this section, in comparision to the
earlier virtual automotive stereo data, are made available
as videos at “http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/∼toby.breckons/
demos/autostereo/” for further consideration of temporal
consistency and conhesitivity.

Table 4 Summary performance of the evaluated real-time
dense stereo approaches

Approach MDE/s 320 × 240 [fps] Hardware

BLOCK [1] 351 190.4 CPU: 1.5 GHz

SEMI [2] 47 25.5 CPU: 1.5 GHz

CROSS [4] 30 16.3 GPU: GF7900GTX

NOMD [3] – 25.8 CPU: 2.67 GHz

ADAPT [5] 50 27.1 GPU: XL1800

http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/~toby.breckons/demos/autostereo/
http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/~toby.breckons/demos/autostereo/
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5.5 Real-time processing capability
This work does not directly focus on the processing speed
of the evaluated approaches but instead on quality of the
3D disparity map produced. We use the information of
the original works [1-5] to sufficiently conclude that these
algorithms can perform in real time (notably with some
requiring generalised GPU support [4,5]).

In Table 4 we present unified run time information from
the original works [3-5] and for BLOCK/SEMI the results
were measured from those of this study. MDE/s stands for
million disparity estimations per second and is used as a
single parameter characterising the overall performance
of a given stereo algorithm. For BLOCK, SEMI, CROSS
this was calculated from the run time on a given image
and disparity range. The number of processed frames per
second was then calculated assuming disparity range of
24. The NOMD presented a problem because the method
does not inherently depend on a specified disparity range
which is required for MDE/s calculation. Therefore the
predicted run time is computed as the average time spent
to processed one image pixel (denoted as k = runtime

#pixels )
based on the information of [3] then scaled by the number
of pixels in the image and inverted to retrieve the number
of processed frames per second as presented in Table 4.

6 Conclusions
A number of important conclusions emerge from the
results presented in this work. Firstly Semi Global Match-
ing (SEMI) [2] performs the best in almost every aspect of
the disparity calculation however the difference between
it and much simpler and faster Block Matching (BLOCK)
[1] is not substantial. Furthermore the disparity maps of
all the WTA approaches [1-4] are roughly similar while in
the case of the simple stereo data of Middlebury the dif-
ference was very significant. The difference that we see
in all of these approaches is that the noise in automotive
data makes the performance very different from the sta-
tistical comparison of the de facto Middlebury test set [6].
Furthermore, from our analysis of relative real-time per-
formance, it is questionable as to whether the quality gain
in the automotive environment from BLOCK to SEMI
is worth the additional computational effort. Prior work
in automotive stereo has similarly considered such algo-
rithm comparison in statistical terms [8] alone whereas
here we present an empirical study based primarily on the
requirements of foreground object separation/detection
requirements for use in driver assistance systems against
the backdrop of required computational effort.

Overall we have clearly identified a significant differ-
ence between the laboratory condition stereo imagery
results obtained on the statistical evaluation of the de
facto Middlebury stereo test imagery [6], the virtual world
automotive stereo imagery [7] and that achieved under
real world automotive stereo conditions. This difference

between laboratory test conditions and the deployment
of the stereo algorithms in the real world automotive
environment should be considered for stereo use in appli-
cations such as obstacle detection, vehicle guidance and
driver assistance systems. Prior work on statistical eval-
uation methodologies [6,8] is biased towards good per-
formance on large scene areas (i.e. background) at the
expense of important foreground objects.

Future work will investigate the inclusion of further
algorithms and also consider common variations in
weather conditions typical of the automotive environ-
ment in addition to quantitative methodologies for stereo
algorithm evaluation that overcome the background bias
identified in [6,8].
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